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The Grange 

Social Care Committee  

8th August 2016 

MINUTES 

Present: Laurence Oates (Chair)  In attendance:  Sally Lines 

  Anna Coss     Darshika Shingadia 

Carol Riddington    Sylwia Patoka-Okon 

  Pam Barrett     Phil Edmunds 

  John Pagella     Derek Rogers 

        Di Cunliffe 

1 Welcome and apologies 

LO welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies were received from Sheila Cassidy. 

 

2 Minutes of last meeting 28.4.16 

a) Accuracy – The minutes were approved. 

 

b) Matters arising: 

 Action Point 1 –  Care Certificates 

DR is responsible for ensuring new recruits complete the Care Certificate workbook and SP-O and 

SC, as Registered Managers, are responsible for completing observations of practice and issuing 

the certificate when the required standards are met.  Work is still ongoing to ensure that 

observation standards are consistent as between Residential Care and Supported Living.  

Agreement has yet to be reached on the requirements for new recruits with previous experience, 

or who had gained a Care Certificate in previous employment, given the need to maintain 

consistent standards of care practice. SL suggested that the Committee might want to revisit 

progress at a future meeting.1   

 Action Point 4 – Arrangements for implementing new rates for people receiving direct payments 

SL confirmed that she had clarified this with the SCC Senior Commissioner. 

 

Summary of Actions arising from Social Care Committee meeting 28.4.2016 

Page Action 
No. 

Action Responsible 

1 1 Update on how Care Certificate implementation is going 
Feb 2017 

SP-O /SC 

2 2 Feedback on review of Residents Care Plans at 
November meeting 

SC 

2 3 Bring inefficiencies of registration system for Registered 
Managers to CQC’s attention (possibly involving SCA) 

SL 

2 4 Overview demonstration for Committee members  of 
scope of new IT system 

SP-O 

                                                           
1 SP-O and SC to report  progress on implementation of Care Certificate in February 2017 
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Summary of Actions arising from Social Care Committee meeting 28.4.2016 

Page Action 
No. 

Action Responsible 

3 6 Update on the impact of long term sickness in 
Supported Living to November Committee meeting. 

DS 

3 7 Seek Trustees’ agreement to proposed new KPI 
measures and bandings before next meeting. 

DS 

4 8 Report back on Skills and Activities rates income in 
January 2017. 

SL 

 

 

3 Questions on reports 

 

a) Residential Care 

In response to PB’s query, DR clarified the latest arrangements for fire drills and evacuation 

requirements. LO asked whether the waking night staff funded to meet MS’ needs had started. SL 

confirmed that one person had started at the end of July and so currently 4 nights are covered, halving 

the risk. SC has also worked at night to help the new staff member understand what happens at night 

and what actions can be taken to minimise risks to MS and wider disruptions.  A second member of 

staff will start shortly. Looking at lessons learnt, AC suggested that, in future, funders should be made 

aware at the earliest possible stage that The Grange will not accept the risks if their fundees’  care 

funding package is insufficient to meet their needs. LO congratulated SL on a satisfactory resolution 

to a difficult situation. SL confirmed that SC would update the next Committee meeting on progress 

with Care Plans.2 Regarding the continued delay in confirming SC’s Registered Manager status caused 

by the impractical and bureaucratic registration system, the Committee agreed that SL should bring 

this to CQC’s attention, possibly involving SCA.3 The Committee thanked SC (in her absence) for her 

report, which had prompted good questions and discussion, and for the progress being made.  

  

b) Supported Living  

The Committee congratulated SP-O and her team on the outcome of the CQC inspection. AC asked to 

see the new IT system in about 6 months. SP-O described some of the system’s features and said she 

aimed for the 3 implementation phases to be complete within 6-12 months.4 JP congratulated the SL 

team for successfully rehousing the Bardolin tenants and for managing voids. 

  

c) Skills and Activities  

PB welcomed the purchase of the new van for Horticulture. In answer to AC’s query about the size of 

the Skills & Activities waiting list, PE explained that 6-7 people wanted to use the service and were 

awaiting the outcome of funding decisions. One person’s funding application to SCC had been rejected 

on the grounds that they could access services nearer their home, although it was known that the 

activities on offer there did not meet the range of those offered by The Grange. There is some interest 

                                                           
2 SC to report on the review of Residents’ Care Plans to the November Committee meeting. 
3 SL to . Bring inefficiencies of registration system for Registered Managers to CQC’s attention (possibly 
involving SCA) 
4 SP-O to give overview demonstration for Committee members  of scope of new IT system.  
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from people in Sutton and Kingston and if pooled transport can be arranged for them, this could 

increase numbers.   

  

d)  Quality Assurance 

In response to PB’s question about hygiene at the Dorking Café, PE said that Steve Warr and Jo Simons 

had agreed actions. DR confirmed that action had now been taken to rectify the  stairs and a second 

handrail had been installed. CR asked about take up of training  programmes and whether there is 

potential to offer places externally. DR said that training was aimed at internal participants. Take-up 

across the site varied with many SL staff participating, while RC staff involvement is constrained by 

staff shortages. DS explained that it could be difficult for people to come off shift if there are staff 

shortages and alternatives to    the standard 3 hour training sessions are being explored. SL added that 

she is including more information on training delivered in the 2015/16 Annual Report. CR welcomed 

this as it demonstrates that The Grange is a learning organisation. 

  

e)  Human Resources 

Following a brief discussion about the impact of long term sickness on the implementation of the new 

staffing structure in Supported Living, LO asked for an update at the next meeting.5 

 

4 KPIs 

The Committee agreed DS’ proposals for revised methodologies for existing KPIs , to replace the 

vacancy KPI and a new one on lead time for recruitment, and to continue to receive information on 

vacancy levels through the Departmental report. SL said that revised bandings would also be needed 

and suggested these could be agreed in correspondence before the next meeting6. The Committee 

agreed to the methodology changes for the volunteer and work experience demand KPI, with no 

revision to bandings necessary.  

 

5 Holiday pay 

The Committee noted the current position - particularly that the legal position is not clear and there 

is no official guidance on what, if any, and how, action should be taken. They concluded that The 

Grange should not change its current arrangements until there is clearer, industry-wide guidance. 

   

6 Update on SCC Contracts 

SL told the Committee about the recent Housing Related Support Providers’ meeting at which SCC had 

said that cuts were inevitable. However, Housing Related Support recipients who have learning 

disabilities are being assessed with a view to converting the support hours into Adult Social Care 

funding by December 2016. This may result in some small savings but it is hoped that severe cuts will 

be avoided. The Strategic Partnership Contract remains unsigned and its practical and financial value 

to The Grange coming into question. Renegotiated rates for Residential Care have achieved agreement 

from SCC to pay actual rates. The new £35 per session rate for Skills and Activities appears to have 

been significantly compromised by SCC’s Terms and Conditions on non-payment for notified absence. 

                                                           
5 DS to update the next Committee meeting on the impact of long term sicknesss in Supported Living.. 
6 DS to seek Trustees’ agreement to proposed new KPI measures and bandings before next meeting. 
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After discussion the Committee agreed it would be necessary to monitor how this new and inherently 

complex system will work and to review the position in January.7 

7 New business consideration 

As follow up to the discussion at the Board’s Away Day about new business development into the 

elderly domiciliary care market, SL fed back that this would require an amendment to its objects and 

her recommendation would be that a separate trading company should be set up if the decision was 

taken to expand into this field. The urgency of having to consider replacement business streams had 

reduced because it now looked like the expected levels of lost income from Housing Related Support 

are unlikely to materialise. She suggested that the strategy remains to grow existing outreach services 

for people with learning disabilities instead, which is entirely in line with the mem and arts.  

 

8 Recommendations to the Finance Committee  

None. 

 

9 Recommendations to the Board 

i. Continue to monitor the new and complex systems for Skills & Activities funding. 

ii. Await further legal certainty and industry-wide guidance on changes to the calculation of 

holiday pay. 

iii. Agree proposed changes to the Work Experience and HR KPIs. 

iv. Note the position regarding WN’s fees for Residential Care. 

 

10 Any other business  

SL explained that WN’s brother’s proposed one-off payment would, in practice, only meet the 

difference between WN’s existing fees and the current fee level for about 15 months. The Committee 

agreed that future fee levels should be informed by an assessment of WN’s current care needs in 

Supported Living. The Committee agreed that WN’s placement should not be terminated. 

 

 

Next meeting:  Thursday 3rd November 2016 10.30am 

 

 

                                                           
7 SL to report on Skills and Activities rates income in January 2017. 


